Abstract Corridors are popular conservation tools because they are thought to allow animals to safely move between habitat fragments, thereby maintaining landscape connectivity. Nonetheless, few studies show that mammals actually use corridors as predicted. Further, the assumptions underlying corridor models are rarely validated with field data. We categorized corridor use as a behavior, to identify animal-defined corridors, using movement data from fishers (Martes pennanti) tracked near Albany, New York, USA. We then used least-cost path analysis and circuit theory to predict fisher corridors and validated the performance of all three corridor models with data from camera traps. Six of eight fishers tracked used corridors to connect the forest patches that constitute their home ranges, however the locations of these corridors were not well predicted by the two cost-based models, which together identified only 5 of the 23 used corridors. Further, camera trap data suggest the cost-based corridor models performed poorly, often detecting fewer fishers and mammals than nearby habitat cores, whereas camera traps within animal-defined corridors recorded more passes made by fishers, carnivores, and all other nontarget mammal groups. Our results suggest that (1) fishers use corridors to connect disjunct habitat fragments, (2) animal movement data can be used to identify corridors at local scales, (3) camera traps are useful tools for testing corridor model predictions, and (4) that corridor models can be improved by incorporating animal behavior data. Given the conservation importance and monetary costs of corridors, improving and validating corridor model predictions is vital.
Introduction
Conservation corridors are widely regarded as useful tools for improving landscape connectivity because they are thought to facilitate animal movement between otherwise separate but potentially suitable habitats (Simpson 1940; Forman 1995; Rosenberg et al. 1997; Gilbert-Norton et al. 2010) . Corridors are thought to facilitate dispersal (Haas 1995) , maintain gene flow between populations (Mech and Hallett 2001) and, ultimately, reduce extinction risk (Brown and Kodric-Brown 1977) . Surprisingly, few data show that mammals move between habitat patches via predicted corridors, perhaps prompting some ecologists to question their effectiveness and value (Simberloff et al. 1992; Hodgson et al. 2009 ). Given the conservation potential for wildlife corridors and the monetary costs required to implement them, both accuracy in corridor identification and appropriate methods for measuring their utility are needed (Chetkiewicz et al. 2006; Beier et al. 2008; Spear et al. 2010; Sawyer et al. 2011; Zeller et al. 2012) .
Typical methods to identify corridors only indirectly consider the animal movements they are designed to facilitate (Chetkiewicz et al. 2006; Beier et al. 2008) . Often, experts visually identify potential corridors (Hilty et al. 2006) . More sophisticated methods such as cost-based models (e.g., least-cost mapping; Adriaensen et al. 2003 and circuit theory; McRae et al. 2008 ) use algorithms to analyze landscape resistance to predict corridors. This landscape resistance, or 'cost', is thought to represent the energy or mortality risk for an animal to move through an area, or its unwillingness to do so. Landscape resistance is often based on habitat suitability indices or expert opinion, where high habitat suitability is interpreted as low resistance or cost (Sawyer et al. 2011; Poor et al. 2012; Zeller et al. 2012) . Unfortunately, many examples of cost-based corridor model applications have weaknesses, for example the use of habitat selection information that is generalized from the literature (e.g., LaRue and Nielsen 2008; Li et al. 2010; Huck et al. 2011 ) (despite being locality specific and often variable across sites and thus not generalizable ; Fahrig 2007 ) and the cost-based models themselves unrealistically assume an animal either has complete knowledge of the landscape (e.g., least cost path analysis; Adriaensen et al. 2003) or no memory of the landscape (i.e., random walkers; e.g., McRae et al. 2008) . Most importantly, despite intending to predict and facilitate animal movements, most corridor studies do not directly incorporate animal behavior into their models (Chetkiewicz et al. 2006; Beier et al. 2008; Sawyer et al. 2011; Zeller et al. 2012) , and only a few have compared their model predictions with movement data (Driezen et al. 2007; Poor et al. 2012; Walpole et al. 2012) .
Fortunately, animal movement data are increasingly available to both test predicted corridors and to improve the corridor models themselves (Wikelski et al. 2007; Wikelski and Kays 2012) . These new data are part of the emerging field of Movement Ecology (Nathan et al. 2009 ), that also includes new analytical tools for identifying behaviors of free-ranging animals ) and for discerning animal behavior using movement data-based models (Fauchald and Tverra 2003; Morales et al. 2004; Jonsen et al. 2005; Gurarie et al. 2009; Kranstauber et al. 2012) . These movement models, coupled with improved spatial and temporal resolution of GPS-derived movement data (Brown et al. 2012) , are improving our understanding of the mechanistic links between animal behavior, animal space use, and survival in dynamic environments Smouse et al. 2010; Bartoń et al. 2012; Buchmann et al. 2012) .
In this paper we take a movement ecological approach to delineate functional corridors and test corridor model predictions. First, we developed the ''animal-defined corridor'' model using high resolution GPS tracking data from fishers (Martes pennanti) to determine whether fishers use corridors to move between the habitat patches within their home ranges in a fragmented, suburban environment. We then used these same tracking data to build the resistance layers for two popular cost-based corridor models: least-cost path analysis (Adriaensen et al. 2003) and circuit theory (i.e., Circuitscape; McRae et al. 2008) to predict the observed fisher corridors. Finally, we evaluated the performance of the animal-defined corridor model and tested the predictions of least-cost path analysis and circuit theory using an independent set of camera trap detection data.
Methods

Study species and area
Fishers are medium-sized (females 2.0-2.5 kg; males 3.5-5.5 kg) carnivores native to the northern forests of North America. Fisher populations suffered dramatic declines following the Euro-American colonization of North America due to over-harvesting, habitat loss and habitat fragmentation (Powell 1993) . Their range is still restricted along the western coast of the United States but they are expanding out from refugia in much of their eastern range (Lewis et al. 2012 Kranstauber et al. 2012 ) that included multiple disjunct habitat patches (i.e., forest patches separated by roads, unsuitable land cover, or other anthropogenic structures) that individuals regularly moved between. One study animal was tracked in nearby (30 km) Grafton Lakes State Park (9.5 km 2 ) a mostly contiguous forested landscape dominated by deciduous and coniferous tree species, with recreation trails and a few gravel roads.
Movement data
We live-trapped fishers with covered cage traps, sedated them with a combination of ketamine hydrochloride (concentration = 200 mg/mL, dosage = 0.2 mL/kg) and xylazine hydrochloride (concentration = 300 mg/mL, dosage = 0.01 mL/kg), monitored their vital rates, and fitted them with tracking collars (E-obs GmbH; Grünwald, Germany) during the winters of 2009, 2010, and 2011 . Collars contained a GPS microchip, an ultra-high frequency radio transmitter, and a tri-axial accelerometer. Prior to deployment, we estimated the location error of the GPS to be 22 m (mean) via stationary field tests (18 collars, 2,071 locations). The GPS was programmed with a fixed schedule of 10 or 15 min intervals, or a dynamic fix schedule, 24 h per day. With the dynamic fix schedule, the GPS attempted more frequent locations (C2 min) when a fisher moved quickly and attempted fewer fixes (every 60 min) when the fisher rested (see Brown et al. 2012 for details). Capture and handling protocols were approved by the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee at the Max-Planck-Institute for Ornithology.
Cost-based corridor mapping
Cost-based approaches to corridor mapping require assigning resistance values to the landscape variables. These values should represent the cumulative costs (e.g., energetic expenditure, mortality risk, or habitat avoidance) experienced by an individual moving through the landscape (Adriaensen et al. 2003) . As our intention here is to test popular cost-based corridor methods, we estimated landscape resistance values from a habitat selection analysis to replicate many of the published cost-based corridor studies (Sawyer et al. 2011) . Since fishers are well documented forest specialists (Powell 1993; Lofroth et al. 2011 ) and roadways are significant barriers to animal movement (Forman et al. 2003) , our landscape variables included land cover (30 m resolution, 15 land cover categories; 2006 National Land Cover Dataset; Fry et al. 2011 ) and a road polyline layer with 7 speed categories that we rasterized to a 30 m resolution grid (New York State Office of Cyber Security 2006). Despite the influence of topography on resistance estimates, we ignored topography in our analyses as our study area experiences little change (\100 m) in elevation.
We conducted a weighted compositional analysis for fisher habitat selection (Aebischer et al. 1993; Millspaugh et al. 2006) at the home range scale (i.e., Johnson's (1980) third order of selection), per individual. We used the GPS tracking locations to estimate the 'use' of each land cover type per fisher, and used a dynamic Brownian bridge home range utilization distribution (Kranstauber et al. 2012 ) to estimate the 'availability' of each land cover type, per fisher. As recommended by Aebischer et al. (1993) , for each fisher, if a land cover type was not used by the animal, but was available (i.e., available value was greater than zero), we replaced the unused land cover type use proportion value with a value equal to 10 % of the least available land cover type proportion. We assigned a movement cost to each land cover type (per fisher) by calculating a ranking matrix of the pairwise differences of the natural log-ratios of the use to available proportions (Aebischer et al. 1993) . A pairwise difference value of zero indicates random use, whereas negative values suggest the fisher avoided the land cover type and positive values suggest the fisher selected for the land cover type. These values are the basis for Aebischer et al.'s (1993) habitat rankings. We then calculated the mean of the pairwise differences per land cover type. We then standardized these pairwise difference means by first subtracting the highest mean value for a land cover type (per individual) from each land cover type value and then we divided these standardized values by the lowest standardized value to make each land cover type relative to the least selected for (i.e., most costly). As both least-cost path analysis and Circuitscape require cost values C1, we assigned the least costly land cover types a value of 1 (previously 0) and then multiplied the remaining values by 100. The final values range from 1 (least costly) to 100 (most costly).
Both least-cost path analysis and Circuitscape require source and destination points or areas (Adriaensen et al. 2003; McRae et al. 2008) , for which we used fisher rest sites. Our fishers were highly nocturnal, typically resting at a single site throughout the day (LaPoint unpublished data). We identified these rest sites as GPS location clusters where a fisher spent [4 daytime hours during which they were minimally active, as indicated by low variability in accelerometer measures (see Brown et al. 2012 ). An alternative to using rest sites would have been to model corridors between habitat or home range cores. Doing so, however, requires a priori distinguishing between habitat, periphery, and core areas, which can vary depending on the home range estimator used (Cumming and Cornélis 2012) and can be confounded when numerous locations are recorded within frequently used corridors. Rest sites offer a simple alternative as they were numerous and well distributed across each fishers home range, they can easily be identified with animal tracking data and field investigations, and their definition is stable and straightforward across studies (Powell 1994; Kilpatrick and Rego 1994; Lofroth et al. 2011) .
For each fisher separately, we predicted the locations of corridors between its rest sites with least-cost path analysis and circuit theory using the cost values from the habitat selection information for the fisher. We conducted least-cost path analysis using the Spatial Analyst toolbox within ArcMap (version 9.3 build 1770; ESRI 2008). We modeled least-cost paths between all possible combinations of rest sites, per individual. We identified possible corridors from least-cost path analysis as cells whose least-cost path density is C2, i.e., at least two least-cost paths overlapped within the cell, and required that these overlapping paths were each traveling in opposite directions (i.e., the path connecting a 'source' rest site to a 'destination' rest site was overlapped by another path when the designations of these rest sites was reversed). We chose least-cost path analysis over the similar least-cost corridor method (Sawyer et al. 2011) to avoid subjective accumulative cost thresholds and to force a path to/from the most isolated rest sites that least-cost corridor analysis may have determined too costly to reach (i.e., above the accumulative cost threshold). Next, for each fisher, we used the same cost layers to generate cumulative current outputs from Circuitscape (version 3.5.4; www.circuitscape.org), to predict fisher corridors between each rest site (i.e., focal nodes). Each current map is a raster with continuous grid cell values of current flow, where current values are indicative of predicted movement of random walkers. These maps are useful tools for visualizing movement bottlenecks, barriers, and connectivity across landscapes, but can be difficult to objectively interpret (Rudnick et al. 2012) . We are unaware of a quantitative and objective method for delineating corridors via current maps, therefore we identified potential corridors visually from current maps, where relatively high current levels suggested funneled fisher movements. In summary, for both the least-cost path analysis and circuit theory approaches, we predicted corridors for each fisher using the same data inputs for both approaches (i.e., conducted on each fisher separately, using the same cost layers per animal, and the same source and destination points). However, the algorithms used by each approach to predict corridors from the cost layers differ. In leastcost path analysis, the cost distance (i.e., the Euclidian distance weighted by the cumulative cost of each cell traversed) is estimated between a source and a destination, from which the least costly path represents the connected cells whose summed cost-weighted distance is the lowest (Adriaensen et al. 2003) . Whereas circuit theory algorithms generate random walks originating from designated source points, with each landscape grid cell's value representing the number of walkers that reached the cell divided by the resistance of the cell. In electrical circuit theory this translates as current or the voltage (the amount of walkers) divided by the resistance (cost), thus a current cell value can indicate either low resistance or high voltage, or both.
Finally, due to the outputs for each cost model, our interpretation of each approach's results had to differ slightly since least-cost path corridors were objectively identified via overlapping paths and circuit theory corridors were identified subjectively, but with careful visual inspection of quantitative current maps. Both of these approaches are popular and current practices (Rudnick et al. 2012 ).
Identifying animal-defined corridors
We analyzed our high-resolution fisher tracking data to determine if fishers used corridors within their home ranges. We considered corridor use as efficient and repeated movement between two or more habitat patches within a home range (Hobbs 1992; Rosenberg et al. 1997; Hilty et al. 2006) . The efficiency of movement distinguishes corridors from otherwise linear foraging habitats since corridors should primarily be used for traveling (Forman 1995; Rosenberg et al. 1997) . For this analysis we interpret rapid movements as efficient movement, and define corridors as areas characterized by parallel, quick and repeated animal movement paths. We refer to these areas as animal-defined corridors. We believe our corridor definition is similar to previously used definitions. However, our definition may more explicitly incorporate corridor function (quick and repeated movements) and corridor form (parallel movements) than previously used definitions. Our method, described below, is available as the corridor function within the package 'move' (version 1.1; Kranstauber and Smolla 2013) for program R (version 2.15.2; R Development Core Team 2012).
We first estimated the speed and the variation in the direction traveled by an animal to define potential corridor movement behaviors empirically. For each individual we divided the entire movement path into steps representing the estimated path between successive locations, with the midpoint of each step being assigned the speed (m/min) and azimuth (-180°B azimuth \ 180°) of the fisher moving from the previous location to the next. We identified fast movement steps as those with speeds greater than 75 % of all speeds per animal (Fig. 1a) . We created a circular buffer whose radius equals one-half the movement step length around each midpoint. We identified parallel movement steps by calculating a 'pseudo-azimuth' for each midpoint and then calculated the circular variance of these pseudo-azimuths of all midpoints falling within the buffer of each midpoint (Fig. 1b) . The pseudo-azimuth is calculated for each midpoint by adding 180 to the observed azimuth, multiplying this by 2, then subtracting 360 if this value[360 or do nothing if this value is B360 (see Fig. 2 ). It is important to note that the pseudo-azimuth does not preserve any directional information, but rather produces a value between 0 and 360 for the circular variance calculations. After removing steps whose pseudo-azimuth circular variance was equal to 0, (indicating that no other segment midpoints occurred within the buffer radius), we identified the movement steps whose pseudo-azimuth circular variance was within the lowest percentage quartile, indicating that they are located near other parallel movement steps. Movement steps that meet both the speed and parallel requirements are considered to exhibit corridor use behavior. These conditions allowed us to remove non-corridor use behaviors such as resting and foraging that would have slower speeds and high directional variance (either from GPS fix errors or from meandering search paths) thereby focusing on corridor use as a specific behavior type. All other steps are considered non-corridor use behavior. After classifying all midpoints as being either corridor behavior or not, we searched for high concentrations of corridor behavior midpoints to identify animal-defined corridors. Considering only midpoints with at least two additional midpoints within their buffer, we classified a midpoint to be within a corridor if the majority of the midpoints within its buffer were also classified as corridor behavior. Finally, we delineated the boundaries of corridors using a contour interval (e.g., 20 %) of a fixed kernel density estimate of corridor use behavior midpoints (Fig. 1c) .
Corridor model validation
We evaluated the predictions of the three corridor models (least-cost path analysis, circuit theory, and our animal-defined corridor model) by using unbaited motion-sensitive camera traps to test if corridors predicted by each model had higher mammal detection step 1 pseudoazimuth step 2 Fig. 2 Schematic for calculating a step pseudo-azimuth. The azimuth of an animals step (i.e., its direction of travel from step t i to step t i?1 ) can have a value between -180°B 180°. Thus to prevent parallel steps that have opposite directions of travel from inflating the circular variance of all step azimuths within the step midpoint radius, each azimuth value is converted to a positive integer B360. To do this we add 180 to each azimuth (''Az'') and multiply this value by 2 (step 1). If the resulting value is [360, we subtract 360, otherwise we do nothing (step 2). The final resulting value is the 'pseudo-azimuth' (step 3). Here we provide two examples of disjunct, parallel steps, but with opposite directions of travel (A and B) and one example of two disjunct, nearly parallel steps traveling in the same direction (C) rates than camera traps placed in nearby forest patches. We assume that cameras in true movement corridors should detect more fisher traffic than those in core areas because their narrow geometry would funnel animals near our camera. This presumes that fishers are regularly (*nightly) using corridors to move between forest fragments that make up their home range. If this between-fragment movement is rare, core area movement rates might be higher, but camera-based comparisons between predicted corridor areas would still be valid. Between September 2011 and January 2012 we placed a camera trap at the center of each predicted corridor location and within nearby forest patches that were used by our fishers. All cameras were spaced [130 m apart, greater than the recommended minimum distance of 25 m (Kays et al. 2011) , to avoid spatial autocorrelation of detections. Each camera (Reconyx RC55 or PC800, Holmen WI) was attached to a tree 0.5 m above the ground, run continuously for approximately one month, and was set to take ten pictures per trigger in rapid succession. We considered detections [1 min apart to be temporally independent, and analyzed movement rates for eight species groups: fishers, carnivores, carnivores excluding fishers, medium and large mammals, medium and large mammals excluding carnivores, mammals except squirrels (Sciuridae), mammals excluding carnivores and squirrels, and mammals (Table 1) . We measured the detection distance for each camera set as the maximum distance it would trigger on a human walking by, and used this to test for potential habitat-related affects on detection area. We used a general linear model (Poisson distribution, including camera deployment duration and month of deployment as offset terms) to determine whether each corridor model predicted different detection rates than expected (i.e., compared to cameras within the used forest patches).
Corridor composition
We conducted a weighted compositional analysis of habitat use (Aebischer et al. 1993; Millspaugh et al. 2006) to determine whether fisher corridors and fisher home ranges are composed of statistically different land cover types. This is the same analysis we used to estimate fisher habitat selection within their home range, except we now only used the segment midpoints identified as corridor behavior for 'use', rather than all locations, and used a dynamic Brownian bridge movement model utilization distribution of all movement step midpoints as 'available' (Kranstauber et al. 2012) . For this analysis, it was necessary to combine 'use' data and 'availability' data for all individuals, by summing all corridor use behavior midpoints and all of the non-corridor use behavior 
Results
Of the 12 fishers captured and tagged, four had to be excluded from analysis (one male dispersed, one female denned during her tag deployment, and two males removed their collars early during their deployment). The remaining eight tags (5 males, 3 females) recorded for a combined 242 days (means of 38 and 18 days, males and females, respectively), during winter (mid-December-end of March) producing 31,985 GPS fixes (means of 5,226 and 1,951 per male and female, respectively, see Fig. 3 for an example). Tracking data for these animals are available at Movebank.org (DOI: 10.5441/001/1.2tp2j43g). A total of 5 % of fisher movements met our criteria to be considered potential corridor use behavior, and 18 % of these were concentrated into 23 animaldefined corridors. Based on our criteria, one female and one male did not exhibit corridor use, whereas the remaining six fishers repeatedly used between 2 and 7 corridors within their home ranges. This female used a very small home range (1.1 km 2 ) and did not require multiple forest fragments, and the male lived in an area of continuous forest, (i.e., a single, large habitat patch). We excluded these two fishers from the corridor validation tests and the corridor composition analysis as they did not demonstrate corridor use, thus we could not validate the animal-defined corridor model predictions nor could we quantify their corridor compositions. The weighted compositional analysis produced standardized pairwise log-ratio difference values between -14.9 and 8.35 (Table 2) . We translated these values into 'cost' (i.e., land cover resistance) values per individual, that varied for the same land cover type across individuals (Table 2) . Using these values, least-cost path analysis identified 17 potential corridors (1-6, per individual) and circuit theory identified 28 corridors (1-7, per individual) within the home ranges of these animals (see Fig. 4 for examples). Of the 23 animal-defined corridors, only one was predicted by least-cost path analysis and only five were predicted by circuit theory. Only six of the 17 and 28 corridors predicted by least-cost path analysis and circuit theory, respectively, overlapped.
To test whether predicted corridors received higher mammal traffic than forest patches, we deployed camera traps for a total of 1,909 trap nights. We were able to monitor 24 forest patch locations, but flooding, restricted access to private property, and infeasibility of some suggested corridor sites (e.g., car parking lot) limited our corridor monitoring to 40 of the 55 predicted corridor locations. Five of the monitored corridors were identified by two different corridor models and two were identified by all three corridor models, thus a single camera trap at these sites simultaneously recorded detections for multiple corridor models. The camera detection distance to a human ranged from 3.2 to 19.1 m (mean = 10.3 m) and did not vary significantly with location type (ANOVA; F value = 0.368, P = 0.78). Detection rates were spatially independent for each species grouping (Moran's I; P [ 0.25). Detections of species groups, except fishers, were significantly negatively affected by the camera deployment month, with early (i.e., autumn) deployments having higher detection rates than later deployments (general linear model, t values\-2.182, P \ 0.05). For fisher detections we ran two general linear models, one with the camera deployment month as an offset and one without, but ultimately chose the more robust model for interpretation as it produced a lower AIC value.
Compared to cameras placed within forest patches, cameras within our animal-defined corridors detected higher numbers of each of our species groupings (P \ 0.05) ( Table 3) . Detection rates for circuit theory cameras were significantly higher for most nont-target mammal groups (P \ 0.001), but were lower for fishers and carnivores (Table 3) . Least-cost path cameras detected significantly higher rates for mammals (P \ 0.001), but also significantly lower detection rates for mammals excluding squirrels and medium and large mammals (Table 3) . Fisher detections were 64 % higher at cameras within least-cost path corridors than in nearby forest patches, but this improvement was not statistically significant (P = 0.655), probably due to the low number of least-cost path corridors (n = 6) that we were able to monitor and the overall low number of detections of fishers (n = 39, five of which were detected within least-cost path corridors. A post hoc power test with unequal observations, using an alpha of 0.05, suggests we needed to monitor three more least-cost path corridors in order to detect our observed effect size of 1.643).
Fisher corridors have a different land cover type composition than their home ranges (Fig. 5) . Our animal-defined corridor model suggested fisher corridors are composed of a variety (15 of 22) of the land cover types included in our analyses, with forested wetlands and deciduous forests being most prominent (Fig. 5) . Fisher corridors contained more forested wetlands, deciduous forests, pastures, and more 5 and 35 mile per hour roads than would be expected based on the typical fisher home range composition. Of the five most prominent corridor land cover types, only two were forests, with the remaining three being cropland, developed open space (e.g., golf course or cemetery) and pastures (Fig. 5) . In contrast, all of the 22 land cover types were found in fisher home ranges, and four of the five most prominent home range land cover types were forests: deciduous forest, mixed forest, coniferous forest, pasture, and forested wetland, in decreasing order of selection (Fig. 5) .
Discussion
Corridors are widely viewed as important tools for maintaining landscape connectivity (Gilbert-Norton et al. 2010 ), yet there has been little empirical evidence to test whether mammals actually move through predicted corridors. Our high-resolution tracking data show that fishers use movement corridors to connect fragmented habitats within their home ranges. The two fishers that did not show corridor-like movement behavior were also not observed moving between forest fragments, maintaining home ranges Table 2 The mean pairwise log-ratio differences (''pwd''; Aebischer et al. 1993) that were nearly uniformly forested with no anthropogenic barriers. This suggests that corridor use may be a behavioral adaptation by fishers to fragmented landscapes. Furthermore, using fishers as a model species, we demonstrated a repeatable approach to wildlife corridor identification that uses field data and emphasizes animal behavior, while reducing assumptions inherent to cost-based corridor models. Unfortunately, the corridors used by our study animals were generally not well predicted by the cost-based corridor models, emphasizing the need for further integration of animal behavior data into corridor models and for validating corridor model predictions with independent field data (Chetkiewicz et al. 2006; Beier et al. 2008; Sawyer et al. 2011) .
Cost-based corridor models are sensitive to numerous factors including the anthropocentric categorizations of landscape variables fed into the model, their Fig. 4 Superscripts indicate significance levels ( a P \ 0.05, b P \ 0.01, c P \ 0.001) for results from a general linear model comparing detection rates for each corridor model to nearby forest patches Fig. 5 Land cover composition of corridors and home ranges of urban fishers demonstrating corridor use (6 of the 8 fishers studied). Horizontal bars indicate whether land cover types were more prominent within animal-defined corridors (to the left of the Y-axis) or within fisher home ranges (to the right of the Y-axis), based on the difference between the mean log-ratio pairwise differences (Aebischer et al. 1993) per land cover type for corridors and home ranges resistance estimates, and both the spatial and temporal grain and scale of the landscape under study (Rayfield et al. 2010; Sawyer et al. 2011) . Our use of tracking data to calculate land cover resistance values for these models is the recommended best practice (Beier et al. 2008; Chetkiewicz and Boyce 2009; Sawyer et al. 2011) . Despite this, circuit theory predicted only 22 % (5 of 23) and least-cost path analysis predicted only 4 % (1 of 23) of the corridors actually used by our study animals, and further, our camera detection data suggest that locations that our interpretation of circuit theory current maps suggested were corridors received less fisher traffic than cameras within forest patches. Because of our decision to model cost-based corridors between rest sites, a few of their predicted corridors were located within a continuous forest patch. This may have reduced their camera detection rates, but this does not detract from their inability to predict the corridors used by our study animals. We believe that these differences are real and are not related to our decision to model cost-based corridors between fisher rest sites rather than between habitat cores, patches, or home range boundaries. Since fisher rest sites were numerous and located throughout the forest patches within a fisher's home range, and because the costbased corridors are forced between all combinations of these rest sites, the cost-based corridor models should predict corridors between these forest patches, without the need for subjective boundary delineations.
We believe that the little overlap between the costbased predictions and observed fisher corridors is due to differences between fisher's land cover selection for corridors in comparison with their home ranges (Fig. 5) , which we used to build our resistance layers for cost-based models (Sawyer et al. 2011; Zeller et al. 2012) . For example, four of the five most preferred (i.e., highest ranking) fisher home range land cover types were forests, whereas only two of the five most preferred corridor land cover types were forests. The relative cost values assigned to the landscape variables and the spatial arrangement of these cost values are known to influence the results of cost-based resistance mapping (Rayfield et al. 2010 ). We would not suggest that corridors designed for fishers should be composed of land cover types other than those that they prefer (i.e., forests). Rather, our results suggest that corridor planners should not immediately discount these suboptimal land cover types if they are in connecting areas, and should recognize that fishers, and possibly other species, are able to utilize suboptimal cover types to connect more desirable areas. Finding that fishers select for forests is not surprising (Powell 1993; Lofroth et al. 2011 ). Yet, although fishers prefer forests, our data suggest that connecting separate habitat fragments is so important for suburban fishers that they are willing to use corridors composed of sub-optimal land cover types (e.g., crops, open space, and pastures). Our field observations (snow tracking and ad-hoc camera traps) also suggest that fishers made regular use of under-road tunnels and drainage pipes to cross beneath roads, including one individual who repeatedly crossed beneath a 6-lane, heavily traveled highway. Both their use of these under-road tunnels and their corridor land cover composition offer important insight into this species perception of landscape connectivity (Lima and Zollner 1996) , their ability to cross gaps in forest cover (Dale et al. 1994) , and have significant implications for fisher corridor modeling.
We believe unbaited camera traps provided a good test for within home-range movement corridors, where resident mammals should pass through movement corridors regularly. Camera traps are increasingly popular in ecology and conservation and have been used previously to monitor fishers (Kays and Slauson 2008 ), yet to our knowledge this work is the first to use cameras to validate corridor model predictions. We urge researchers to consider the type and frequency of expected corridor use when designing corridor monitoring studies, including an awareness of seasonal biases in detections rates that may be attributed to increased activity, such as the high camera detection rate we observed for of sciurids preparing for winter. For example, dispersal is vitally important for biodiversity, yet confirming dispersal via corridors remains a challenge, as dispersers are less likely to pass the same camera multiple times, thus reducing their detection rates and making it difficult to distinguish them from random probability. Molecular data provide useful insight into landscape connectivity, but is best suited for measuring historic landscape connectivity (Schwartz et al. 2009 ) and should be used as complimentary data, particularly as recent landscape changes may require decades to be detected via population genetic methods (Spear et al. 2010) .
Carefully selecting a species as a model for other local species could be a feasible alternative to more challenging multi-species corridor approaches, provided the corridor model predictions are validated with field data. Our camera trap detection data suggest that the predicted animal-defined corridors received higher traffic rates of fishers and each of the other nontarget mammal species groups that we considered, suggesting that fishers are a suitable model species for the other forest dependent mammal species within our study area. Unfortunately however, this can not be said for the cost-based corridor models tested here. It appears that circuit theory failed to predict corridors for fishers and carnivores in general and least-cost path analysis predicted more fisher traffic, but less of each of the non-target species groups except sciurids. These shortcomings may limit their utility for multi-species corridor planning. We believe that these shortcomings can be overcome by further integrating animal behavior into corridor models and recognizing corridor use as a behavior, as with our animal-defined corridor model, rather than estimating movement resistance from habitat preference information. It is interesting to note however that each of the corridor models predicted high sciurid traffic. This may not be related to the corridor models themselves, but rather due to the sciurids increased activity during our sampling season or because predicted corridors often passed through residential areas where S. carolinensis (the most commonly detected species) in particular may be especially active collecting supplemental food from backyard bird feeders.
Our animal-defined corridor model was effective in identifying fisher corridors, yet it is not without its limitations. First, our model requires the capturing and monitoring or free-ranging animals, which may prove difficult for rare and/or elusive species, yet we believe that the additional information garnered from this effort (e.g., home range estimates, activity patterns, habitat selection, etc.) outweigh the required additional effort. Another shortcoming of our method is that it applies to within home range corridors and thus cannot directly predict corridors at larger scales. However, our method does objectively identify movement corridors, allowing users to avoid many of the assumptions and shortcomings of cost-based corridor models, such as potential landscape variable layer inaccuracies, proper landscape resistance parameterizations, and reduces assumptions of animal knowledge of the target landscape. Further, our results highlight the potential for animal behavior data to improve cost-based corridor models, and the need to do so. Our corridor model results can be re-incorporated into the landscape resistance estimates required for cost-based corridor modeling, thereby producing a more realistic estimate of landscape resistance to animal corridor use, rather than resistance to animal habitat selection. Finally, our animal-defined corridor model can be applied across many species and landscapes, even immediately applied to existing animal movement datasets (e.g., www.movebank.org).
Maintaining animal movements through dynamic and challenging landscapes is crucial for biodiversity (Bennett 2003; Nathan et al. 2009 ). Our paper confirms that animals will move through corridors to connect fragmented habitat patches, supporting their value for conservation. We also offer two field tests of corridor model predictions: active animal tracking and passive monitoring with remote cameras. Our results suggest that cost-based models may be inaccurate if they ignore unique interactions between animal behaviors and particular landscape features. Although we are enthusiastic about the potential for corridor modeling to inform conservation decisions, we agree with Chetkiewicz et al. (2006) that more progress is needed to incorporate independent data into these models to make them more accurate and useful.
